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Interface circuitry eliminates false pulses. 


MANY projects involving digital 
logic require the use of one or 

more mechanical switches. These can 
take the form of toggle switches, re
lays, pushbuttons, or keyboards . Two 
characteristics of these devices, 
switching noise and timing , require 
special consideration when connect
ing them to a digital logic system. 

All mechanical switches , regardless 
of type, normally generate some elec
trical noise when the contacts transfer 
from one position to the other. This is 
due to bouncing of the contacts for 
several milliseconds after actuation . 
They actually make, break, and re
make several times before finally com
ing to rest in the new position. This 
bounce period is called settling time. 
Digital logic elements, being much 
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faster in their operation than mechan
ical switches, respond to each transi
tion during the bounce period if the 
logic is connected directly to the 
switch . Thus false signals are pro
duced . For this reason , " debouncing " 
circuits are used between the mechan
ical switch and the driven logic . 

Contact Bounce in Spdt 
Switches. A single-pole , double
throw (form-C) switch and an 
idealized timing diagram of its action 
during transfer from normally closed 
to normally open are shown in Fig . 1. 
Initially, the movable arm (operating 
strap) is in contact with the normally 
closed contact. As transfer begins , the 
arm moves away from the normally 
closed side , opening the contact. The 
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Fig. 1. During the f ew milliseconds it takes a switch 
to operate, erroneous pulses can confuse digital logic. 

slightly springy, normally closed con
tact attempts to follow the arm and 
bounce occurs. This is called " break 
bounce;" the multiple openings and 
closings of the normally closed con
tact and the arm as the switch transfer 
is initiated . 

As transfer continues, break bounce 
ceases. At this time the arm is not in 
contact with either side of the switch , 
but is " in transit " to the opposite side. 
Both normally closed and normally 
open contacts are now open . (Note : 
" Make-before-break," or shorting, 
switches are available ; similar bounce 
conditions can occur, however.) 

When the arm reaches the normally 
open contact , the two collide, and 
" make bounce" begins. The arm and 
the normally open contact close, 
open , and close again until the 
mechanical movement ceases. The 
switch transfer is then complete. In 
most switches, make bounce is much 
more severe than break bounce. 

When the form-C switch is released 
from the transferred position, the re
verse of the above actions occur. 
Break bounce takes place at the nor
mally open contact and make bounce 
occurs at the normally closed contact. 

Debouncing Spdt Switches. To 
use the form-C switch successfully in 
digital logic, the debounce circuit 
must mask both break and make 
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bounce and produce a single , noise
free transition at its output each time 
the switch is operated or released . 

Three circuits to accomplish this are 
shown in Fig . 2. TTL devices and posi
tive logic are used . (High voltage 
equals logic one; low voltage equals 
logic zero.) 

In the circuit of Fig . 2A, two cross
coupled NANO gates are used to form 
a latching circuit. With the switch not 
operated, the ground (logic zero) ap
plied to input D, gate 2, holds output 2 
at logic one . Output 2 is applied to 
input B, gate 1. This high voltage level . 
and the high voltage level on input A, 
gate 1 (through R1 to + 5 volts) cause 
output 1 to be logic zero. 

When the switch is operated . input 
D, gate 2, changes in step with the 
break bounce . However, outputs 1 and 
2 do not change state since the mov
able arm has not yet grounded input 
A, gate 1, and the logic zero on output 
1 (fed back to input C, gate 2) main
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tains output 2 at logic one . Thus break 
bounce is ignored at the outputs. 

As mechanical action continues. 
break bounce ceases and the arm 
makes its first contact with the nor
mally open side. This applies ground 
(logic zero) to input A. With input A 
low. output 1 and input C switch to 
logic one . Inputs C and Dare now both 
at logic one and output 2 goes to logic 
zero. Fed back to input B, output 2 
now latches output 1 high and the 
circuit is stable . 

This switching action between out
puts 1 and 2 requires very little time : a 
maximum of 52 nanoseconds if 7400 
NANO gates are used. Thus , the 
switching is complete long before the 
first bounce during make occurs . 
Input A will continue to follow the 
make bounce transitions but no out
put changes will occur. When the 
switch is released , the action is re
versed , with output 2 reverting to logic 
one and output 1 to logic zero . 

Fig. 4. Si mple Sc h111 itt 
I rigr;er ca 11 he 11 sed to 
debo1w ce u .sjJ.~/ switch. 

A somewhat simpler circuit is 
shown in Fig . 28. The 7400 NANO 
gates are replaced by 7404 inverters. 
Pullup resistors are not required for 
this circuit. The switching operation is 
simi lar to that of Fig. 2A, except that 
one gate output will be short-circuited 
for about 37 nanoseconds each time 
the switch is activated . Device opera
tion is not affected by the short
circuited output; the manufacturer's 
specification allows a single output in 
the logic one state to be grounded 
temporarily . 

Note that switch bounce can be ob
served with an oscilloscope at inputs 
A and D of Fig . 2A. It cannot be ob
served at the inputs of the circuit of 
Fig . 28 due to the direct coupling of 
input and output. 

Both of the above circuits provide 
complementary outputs. and both re
quire two input lines from the switch . If 
both ground and + 5 volts are available 
at the switch . debouncing can be ac
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complished with only a single input 
line as illustrated in Fig . 2C. The inte
grated circuit used is the 74265, a re
cently announced complementary 
output device. Here, the non inverting 
output is fed back to the input , provid
ing stabilizing action much like the 
7404 latch of Fig . 2B. 

Contact Bounce in Spst 
Switches. A single-pole , single
throw (form-A) switch and its idealized 
timing diagram are shown in Fig . 3. 
This switch is equivalent to a single 
side of the form-C switch . When a spst 
switch is operated , break bounce oc
curs between the movable arm and the 
normally closed contact. No further 
action occurs until the switch is re
leased. Following release , the operat
ing strap remakes w ith the normally 
closed contact , bounces , and make 
bounce occurs . As in the form-C 
switch , make bounce is usually more 
severe than break bounce. The time 
required for make bounce to subside 
is an important factor in debouncing 
tha form-A contact . 

Debouncing Spst Switches. Since 
only a single output is available from 
the form-A switch, the latching 
method of debouncing previously de
scribed cannot be used . Instead , a 
delay circuit is normally used to mask 
the contact bounce . The debounce 
circuit must : (1) detect the switch 
transit ion; (2) delay response for a suf
ficient amount of time to allow all 
bounce to cease , and (3) produce an 
output defining the new switch posi
tion . A simple circuit to accomplish 
this is shown in Fig . 4. 

The gate used is a Schmitt trigger 
device such as 7413 or 7414. With the 
switch contacts open as shown, input 
A wi II be approxi mate:y 5 volts , and the 
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output will be logic zero . When the 
switch is operated , input A goes low 
and the output switches from low to 
high. Each time the switch bounces 
open , point A starts to return to the 
5-volt level at a rate determined by the 
time constan t of R1 and C1 . As long as 
input A does not reach its positive
going threshold voltage of about 1.7 
volts , the output will remain at logic 
one. Therefore , the time constant of 
R1 and C1 should be sufficiently long 
to allow all bounce to subside before 
this threshold is reached . Usually 
about5to 10milliseconds is satisfac
tory . 

Keyboard Debouncing. Keyboards, 
having many switches , pose a 
spec ial problem when debounc
ing is considered . Building a de
bounce circuit for each switch is 
impractical . Many keyboards include 
a strobe, or gating , contact which is 
activated whenever any key is oper
ated . In such keyboards, this common 
switch should be debounced and its 
output used to test the state of the 
remain ing switches . Where a common 
switch is not available , the individual 
switches can be logically " OR 'ed " and 
the resultant output used as input to 
the debounce circuit. A typical circuit 
is shown in Fig . 5. Note that this is an 
application of the circuit of Fig . 4. 
Each time a switch is operated , the 
output of the debounce circuit clocks 
a flip-flop reg ister which stores the 
switch information unti I another 
switch is operated. 

Note that only Schmitt trigger gates 
should be used with RC networks as 
shown , si nee such networks on the 
input of an ordinary gate can cause 
oscillation at the gate 's output. Series 
resistance such as R2 in Fig . 5 should 
not exceed 330 ohms. ~ 

Avery
quiet
announcement 
from 
Phase Linear: 
Just between you and us. the new Phase 
Linear 2000 preamplif ier is one of the quietest 
preamps ever made ... so quiet it can match 
the performance of preamplifiers selling at 
twice the price . 

The latest generation of integrated circui ts 
reduces total harm onic distortion to 0.1 %. 
typically .03%, and gives you a signal-to-noise 
ratio of 7 4dB below 1 OmV. That's quietI 

A highly advanced integ rated circuit 
phono preamplifier creates the sonic 
excellence you have come to expect from 
Phase Linear. 

A variable ambience injection ci rcui t gives 
you more of the music - allows for the 
recovery of music lost with most preamplifiers. 
Other features: 
Individual detented bass and treble controls 
with a professional feel in each channel. 
Turnover points at 50Hz. 150Hz, 2kHz. and 
5kHz, where up to 12dB of boost or cu t may 
be applied ... a switchable low frequency 
active equalizer for up to 6dB boost below 
50Hz for a flalter bass response .. . two 
complete tape circuits for easy control and 
tape- to-tape dubbing ... a comfortable size 
that complements other Phase Linear 
products: 5W'x 19"x6" ... and an 
outstanding value at S299.00. 
Visit your dealer and quietly ask for a 
demonstration. 
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